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no evidence for pseudo-gap pairing
early theory (Törmä, Levin): qualitative confirmations,
...but problem of strong finite state interactions
hydrodynamic data vs. rf spectra

Paired vs unpaired atoms
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state-of-the-art interpretation

theory by Pieri, Perali, and Strinati including finite-state interactions and trap effects
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Figure 1: Experimental rf spectra of a trapped $^6$Li gas near $T_c$ (circles) are compared with theoretical calculations (DOS+AL) or (DOS) which include or neglect final-state effects. (a) Data near unitarity (822G) reproduced from Ref.[3]; (b) New data at unitarity (834G).
state-of-the art interpretation

double-hump structure from pseudo-gap and superfluid pairing

Figure 3: Experimental rf spectra of a trapped $^6$Li gas below $T_c$ (circles) are compared with theoretical calculations with (BCS-RPA, AL) or without (DOS) final-state effects.
state-of-the-art interpretation

- **T near $T_c$**
- **T well below $T_c$**
- **high $T$**

- free atoms
- pseudo-gap
- superfluid
up to discussion!